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definite meaning was, and he couldn't find it. He never fVund -- .

. . * \

(Probably,it's just one — another one of those things that's lost (not

clear) . )

I guess so, and he never would come up. He said he couldn't come up with

anything definite. He checked a lot of history. That's kind of his hobby

too.

(Well, it could have been like some of them that they name as we know' it now

was probably something else, and through the years, it changed by -- for,

<* maybe, easier pronunciation or something like that. Just like Oolagah.

I can't find anyone over a period of a year now that they tell me what —

how it started or-what it means.)

Yeah, is Harjos an old Indian name? Of course, Nowata, they say its' "welcome".

(Yeah, that's one that has been established.)

But I don't guess ,it ever establish the meaning for Winganon. As far as

I know, we've tried to. We, of course, we been living here and I'm interested.

And, of course, I might say raised here, and I tried to find out, but I

just couldn't ever find anybody that could find "it. And Mr. Heard — he

give the effort all right. He tried a year, I guess, to trace- it down.

He never did. *-

RECALLS PIONEER FAMILIES

(Who would be the pioneer families of the Winganon country here?)

Well, Patton was Indian family. They found an area here. In fact, they

had a cemetery there by the ford. And that's one of the oldest families.

And then, the Heape, H-E-A-P-E, was a Ketchem from Douglas, Andy Douglas

/family, and the Hicks, and Slocker. That's about tbe, well, now, Cockran,

they -- .
(Was there ever a Bible family in this country?)
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